Extracellular matrix derived from chondrocytes promotes rapid expansion of human primary chondrocytes in vitro with reduced dedifferentiation.
A significant expansion of autologous chondrocytes in vitro is required for cell-based cartilage repair. However, the in vitro expansion of chondrocytes under standard culture conditions inevitably leads to the dedifferentiation of chondrocytes and contributes to suboptimal clinical outcomes. To address this challenge, we focused our efforts on developing an improved in vitro expansion protocol, which shortens the expansion time with decreased dedifferentiation. It is known that the tissue microenvironment plays a critical role in regulating the cellular functions of resident cells and provides guidance in tissue-specific regeneration. We hypothesized that chondrocyte extracellular matrix (ECM) mimics a native microenvironment and that it may support chondrocyte expansion in vitro. To test this hypothesis, we prepared decellularized ECMs from allogeneic human articular chondrocytes (HAC) (AC-ECM) and bone marrow stromal cells (BM-ECM) and studied their effects on the in vitro expansion of primary HAC. The differential composition and physical properties of these two ECMs were revealed by mass spectrometry and atomic force microscopy. Compared with standard tissue culture polystyrene (TCP) or BM-ECM, HAC cultured on AC-ECM proliferated faster and maintained the highest ratio of COL2A1/COL1A1. Furthermore, a pellet culture study demonstrated that cells expanded on AC-ECM produced a more cartilage-like ECM than cells expanded on BM-ECM or TCP. This is the first report on modulating chondrocyte expansion and dedifferentiation using cell type-specific ECM and on identifying AC-ECM as a preferred substrate for in vitro expansion of HAC cell-based therapies. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: To reduce the dedifferentiation of chondrocytes during in vitro expansion, cell type-specific extracellular matrix (ECM), which mimics a native microenvironment, was prepared from human articular chondrocytes (AC-ECM) or bone marrow stromal cells (BM-ECM). As demonstrated by mass spectrometry and atomic force microscopy, AC-ECM and BM-ECM have differential ECM compositions and physical characteristics. Human articular chondrocytes (HAC) expanded faster and maintained a better chondrocyte phenotype on AC-ECM than on BM-ECM or a standard culture surface. AC-ECM has potential to be developed for expanding HAC for cell-based therapies.